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compact air fryer 
accessories

We believe that taking small steps every day to live a healthier life 
can have a big impact and that the best path to wellness is to eat 

whole, natural foods. At Dash, we make products that make it easier 
for you to prepare and eat real food at home, so that you can feel 

your best. In the store, in your kitchen, and online we gives you the 
tools and the support to make delicious healthy meals.

That’s what living unprocessed is all about!

Dash
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Remove packaging and wash before first use

In order to avoid ingredients sticking to the stainless steel material, we 
recommend using a small amount of cooking spray, or olive oil, on the rack and 
skewers.

using your air fryer double layer rack using your air fryer double layer rack

1

2

When using the Double Layer Rack to cook with 
Skewers, first remove the Crisper Drawer.  

Then place the Double Layer Rack inside the 
Crisper Drawer without the Skewers. 

3 Take your Skewers and spear your ingredients. 
Hook each Skewer on the top layer of the rack, 
with the pointy end of each Skewer resting in the 
opposing notches.

4 Place the Crisper Drawer back in the Air Fryer. 
To create additional cooking space in your Air 
Fryer, use the Double Layer Rack without skewers. 
Use the space below and above the rack to cook 
ingredients.

5 When removing the rack from the Crisper Drawer 
use oven mitt or tongs.  Caution: Be careful when 
removing the rack as the Crisper Drawer and 
Double Layer Rack could still be hot from the 
crisping cycle. 

3 Take your Skewers and spear your ingredients. 
Hook each Skewer on the top layer of the rack, 
with the pointy end of each Skewer resting in the 
opposing notches.

4 Place the Crisper Drawer back in the Air Fryer. 
To create additional cooking space in your Air 
Fryer, use the Double Layer Rack without skewers. 
Use the space below and above the rack to cook 
ingredients.

5 When removing the rack from the Crisper Drawer 
use oven mitt or tongs.  Caution: Be careful when 
removing the rack as the Crisper Drawer and 
Double Layer Rack could still be hot from the 
crisping cycle. 
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using your air fryer pizza pan using your air fryer deep dish baking pan

Remove packaging and wash before first use.

In order to avoid ingredients sticking to the pan, we recommend using a small 
amount of cooking spray, or olive oil, on the Pizza Pan. 

Remove packaging and wash before first use.

In order to avoid ingredients sticking to the pan, we recommend using a small 
amount of cooking spray, or olive oil, on the Deep Dish Baking Pan. 

1 When using the Pizza Pan to cook, place your 
ingredients or meal in the Pizza Pan. Then place the 
Pizza Pan in the Crisper Drawer. 

3 When removing the Pizza Pan from the Crisper 
Basket, always use oven mitts or tongs.  Caution: Be 
careful when removing the Pizza Pan as the Basket & 
Pan could still be hot from the crisping cycle.

2 Place the Crisper Drawer back in the Air Fryer.

1 When using the Deep Dish Baking Pan to cook, 
place your ingredients in the Deep Dish Baking Pan. 
Then place your Deep Dish Baking Pan inside the 
Crisper Drawer. 

3 When removing the Deep Dish Baking Pan from 
the Crisper Drawer, always use oven mitts or tongs. 
Caution: Be careful when removing the Deep Dish 
Baking Pan as the accessory could still be hot from 
the cycle.

2 Place the Crisper Drawer back in the Air Fryer.
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The Air Fryer Accessories are dishwasher safe. 

Do not place the Accessories in an oven, microwave, or other heated 
kitchen appliance. 

cleaning & maintenance
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RECIPE
BOOK
air fryer accessories

When cooking a new recipe make sure your 
ingredients are properly cooked before consuming. 
According to the USDA, the safe internal temperature 
for poultry is 165°F and for beef is 160°F.



1 chicken breast, cut into small squares

1 red onion, cut into pieces

1-2 bell peppers, cut into pieces

olive oil spray

garlic powder, to taste

pinch of salt

INGREDIENTS:

cHICKEN
KEBAB

DIRECTIONS:

Lightly spray the 3 skewers and rack with the olive oil spray. Skewer the pieces 
of chicken, onion, and peppers on each skewer. Place each skewer on the rack. 
Brush or spray with olive oil and add the garlic powder to taste. Place the rack 
in the Crisper Basket.

Air fry at 370ºF for 15-20 minutes. When finished cooking remove and let rest 
for 3-5 minutes.

Remove from skewers with tongs and enjoy!

14 



INGREDIENTS:

GRILLED
SALMON 
KEBABS

DIRECTIONS:

Begin by creating the spice paste. Place all the ingredients for the spice paste 
into a blender except for the yogurt. Once the ingredients are blended, add 
the yogurt and mix until fully incorporated.

Pat salmon dry and brush with the spice paste. Season tomatoes in a bowl 
with 1 tsp of oil and a pinch of salt. Skewer the pieces of salmon and tomatoes on 
the skewers, alternating the ingredients. Place the skewers on the rack and place 
the rack in the Crisper Basket of the Air Fryer. Air Fry at 200ºF for 10-15 minutes, 
checking occasionally to ensure that the ingredients are cooking evenly. Serve on 
a plate and garnish with a wedge of lemon and some zested lime.
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Spice Paste

1 ½ oz ginger

1 ½ oz garlic, peeled

2 mint leaves

1 tsp chilli powder

1 tbsp kosher salt
1/5 cup yogurt

For The Skewers

1 tsp salt

1 tsp oil

1 wedge of lemon

1 lime

8 cherry tomatoes

5 oz salmon, cut into pieces

INGREDIENTS:

ONION
FLATBREAD 

DIRECTIONS:

In a fry pan over medium heat, warm 2 tsp of the olive oil. Add the shallots 
and saute until they begin to brown. Reduce the heat to low and cook, stirring 
occasionally until are a deep brown (about 15 minutes). Add the vinegar and 
rosemary and cook for another 2 minutes.

Roll out the pizza dough until it fits neatly in the Pizza Pan. Ensure that there is 
enough space on the sides for the pizza to expand. 

Top the dough with the shallots and cheese. Place the Pizza Pan in the Crisper 
Basket and air fry at 375ºF for 10-12 minutes.
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pizza dough (store bought is fine), 5 oz 
or ¹/3 lb

3 tsp olive oil

4 shallots, thinly sliced

1 tsp balsamic vinegar

1 tsp dried rosemary

1 tbsp fresh lemon juice

salt and freshly ground pepper, to taste

½ cup shredded Monterey Jack 



¹/3 cup pizza dough (store-bought is fine) 

oil for brushing

flour, for dusting

3 oz shredded mozzarella cheese

4 tbsp tomato sauce
basil, for toppings

INGREDIENTS:

MARGHERITA 
pizza

DIRECTIONS:

Roll out the pizza dough until it fits neatly in the Pizza Pan. Ensure that there is 
enough space on the sides for the pizza to expand. Brush the dough with the 
tomato sauce, then top with the cheese and basil. Place the Pizza Pan in the 
Crisper Basket and air fry at 375ºF for 10-12 minutes, or until the cheese has 
melted and the crust is golden. Garnish with basil leaves.

18 



2 pieces biscuit dough, can be store-bought 

3 tbsp brown sugar 

1 tsp ground cinnamon 

Cream Cheese Glaze 

¼ cup cream cheese 

2 tbsp milk, warm 

¼ cup powdered sugar 

INGREDIENTS:

cinnamon
ROLLs

DIRECTIONS:

Roll the biscuit dough pieces out into long ovals with a rolling pin. Toss together 
the brown sugar and ground cinnamon. Dust both sides of the dough ovals 
with the cinnamon sugar mix. 

Roll the ovals up into long cylinders. Slice the cylinders into 1” thick rolls. Place 
the rolls into the Baking Dish and air fry in batches at 350ºF for 10 minutes each 
until well-browned on top and the centers are cooked through. 

Soften the cream cheese in a microwave for 30 seconds. Combine the milk with 
powdered sugar and whisk until smooth. Add the cream cheese and continue 
to whisk until combined. Top cinnamon rolls with cream cheese glaze, if desired.
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1 large tart apples, peeled and sliced

1 tbsp lemon juice

4 tbsp brown sugar

4 tbsp quick-cooking oats

4 tbsp butter, melted

dash ground cinnamon

whipped cream or vanilla ice cream, optional

INGREDIENTS:

APPLE
CRUMBLE

DIRECTIONS:

Place apples in the Baking Dish; sprinkle with lemon juice. Combine the brown 
sugar, oats, butter and cinnamon; sprinkle over apples. Cover and bake at 
350°F for 30 minutes. Check the crumble and bake 15 minutes longer, or until 
apples are tender. Serve with whipped cream or ice cream if desired.

22 
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We welcome and value all concerns and questions from our customers. Please do not hesitate  
to contact us for product support, warranty, and maintenance related questions directly at:  
1(800)-898-6970 from 7AM - 7PM PST, Monday - Friday, or by email at support@storebound.com.

Feel free to give us a call any time  
during the hours below: 1 (800) 898-6970

7AM to 7PM

8AM to 8PM

9AM to 9PM

10AM to 10PM

Hey Hawaii! You can reach our customer service team from 5AM to 5PM HAST.
And also, Alaska, feel free to reach out from 6AM - 6PM UTC.

customer support

STOREBOUND, LLC – 1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Your StoreBound product is warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 
one (1) year from the date of the original purchase when utilized for normal and intended household use. 
Should any defect covered by the terms of the limited warranty be discovered within one (1) year, StoreBound, 
LLC will repair or replace the defective part. To process a warranty claim, contact Customer Support at  
1-800-898-6970 for further assistance and instruction. A Customer Support agent will assist you by 
troubleshooting minor problems. If troubleshooting fails to fix the problem, a return authorization will be 
issued. Proof of purchase indicating the date and place of purchase is required and should accompany the 
return. You must also include your full name, shipping address, and telephone number. We are unable to 
ship returns to a PO box. StoreBound will not be responsible for delays or unprocessed claims resulting 
from a purchaser’s failure to provide any or all of the necessary information. Freight costs must be prepaid 
by the purchaser.

Send all inquiries to support@storebound.com. 
There are no express warranties except as listed above.

REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY IS THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF 
THE CUSTOMER. STOREBOUND SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES OR FOR BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY ON THIS PRODUCT EXCEPT 
TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE 
DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or 
limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts. Therefore, the above exclusions or limitations may 
not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights, which 
vary from state to state.

REPAIRS

Do not attempt to repair the appliance yourself under any circumstances.  
Contact Customer Support regarding repairs to the appliance.  

 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
 
Stock#: DCAF150UP1_20180917_V1

warranty
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